Chase's Calendar of Events is produced by an in-house team of editors and researchers based in Chicago, IL. McGraw-Hill has published Chase's since 1984, but the reference was first published by William and Harrison Chase in December 1957.

The Violence Volcano is for managers and workers in all types of business and government organizations, including law enforcement and other first-responders. Its purpose is to assist all organizations and their employees in fulfilling their obligations under U.S. Government regulations to reduce the risks of any and all forms of violence that affect workers during the time they are carrying out their duties as employees.

Eight great professionals of patisserie: Oriol Balaguer, Ramon Morat, Miguel Sierra, Isaac Balaguer, Carlos Mampel, Abraham Balaguer, Abraham Palomeque, and David Pallas offer a wide spectrum of the new era of professionals, already considered masters in their field. These acclaimed pastry chefs are a perfect example of the high level of professionalism enjoyed in patisserie today and a clear demonstration of the art and technique of the new generation. The New Generation in Pastry covers a wide selection of new offerings in desserts and pastry, ranging from boutique patisserie to restaurant desserts.
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Chase's calendar of events 2011.
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Food composition table by Susan Scharf
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Chef's story. David Bouley [videorecording] by Dorothy Hamilton
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Good eats with Alton Brown. Italian eats [videorecording] by Alton Brown
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Catersource Magazine, Conference & Tradeshows presents Masterful banquet service
[videorecording]: Service arts professional development guide. Vol. 1 by Brian Palazzolo
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The Violence volcano: Reducing the threat of workplace violence by David D. Van Fleet
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Library News Check out the library’s new e-book collection at http://library.sullivan.edu/databases_page.asp. 14,000 e-books about business, computers, and other topics are available for Sullivan University students, staff, and faculty.

Want more? The Library Alert web page is updated every other week and lists any new title processed during the previous two weeks.

Questions? Contact the library at http://library.sullivan.edu/ask_a_librarian.asp or (502) 456-6773.